Stewart scores an ace with 'A Tribute to Golf'

BY PETER BLAIS

You've got to make room on the coffee table for this one. "A Tribute to Golf" makes you reflect, makes you appreciate, makes you laugh. And more importantly, at least in the world of Fernando's coffee-table literature, "It looks mahvelus."

A colorful Mark King Illustration of the 11th hole at Augusta National graces the jacket of Tom Stewart's 240-page collection of art, photography and literature celebrating the game of golf.

Inside are hundreds of like illustrations and photographs that will keep fond memories of the game burning bright even while winter snows are piling up outside the windows of northern duffers. The art and photography alone justify the $59.95 price tag, making the coffee table for this one.

"A Tribute to Golf" does both. Which should appeal to Fernando. But while the Latin interrogator may have believed it's more important for a book to make you look good than to feel good, "A Tribute to Golf" does both.

The art and photography alone justify the $59.95 price tag, making the literary efforts a sort of free dessert. And the pastry cart is loaded with a variety of delectable goodies. Among my favorites are: "The Story of a Tee-Club" by Blackheath Club poet-laureate Thomas March; "The Sole of Golf" by P.A. Vale; "Zen Golf" by Gordon Weir; "The Drama of Golf" by Arnold Haultain; "The Happy Hacker" by Jim Bishop; "Out of the Depths" by Tom Morrissey; and the poem "A Golfer's Wish" by Edgar A. Guest.

Even a literary bore like myself, who enjoys poetry as much as rust on my Toyota, can appreciate Guest's closing lines:

But every golfer I know / Will tell you soon / That if you gave me back / My powers again / Itisamulti-faceted bookabout / a many-faceted game. It is, above all, bluntly and honestly, a labor of love."

"A Tribute to Golf" is available by calling 1-800-338-8211.
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FLORIDA TURFGRASS ASSOCIATION
Annual Conference and Show
September 30 - October 3, 1990 • Orlando, Florida
Orange County Convention/Civic Center
Sheraton World Resort — Convention Hotel

TURFGRASS PARADISE — FTGA '90

With the cooperation of University of Florida, IFAS

The Largest Warm Season Turf Show in Southeastern United States
Exhibiting 100,000 square foot showroom of Equipment, Products and Services for Turfgrass Managers

EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE

Eight different Hands-on Workshops and three Concurrent Educational Seminars for Warm Season Turfgrass Professionals — managers and their employees — include: • Identification & Recommendations for Control of Insects, Disease, Weeds and Nematodes • Current Pesticide Regulations — Stewardship, Movement in Soil, SARA Title III, Right-to-Know • Industry Trends — Water Restrictions, Computer Usage, Biological Control, Xeriscape, Controlled Release Fertilizer • Advanced Plant Pathology and Nematology • Irrigation Design, etc. for better water management • Putting Green and Athletic Field Construction • Turfgrass Growth Responses to the Environment • Basic Hydraulics for Golf Course Equipment • DACS Pesticide Licensing — Training and Equipment Continuing Education credits will be offered. Call for brochure and registration information.

Florida Golf Getaways is available in retail and wholesale outlets for $19.95 or mail $23.50 (includes tax and postage) to:
The Orlando Sentinel, P.O. Box 1100, Orlando, Fl. 32802.
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